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CHAIRMANS REPORT NOVEMBER 2021
Hi Club Members
Your committee have met twice over the last few weeks to try and keep an up to date
programme ahead for the rest of the year.
It is very hard to make decisions to cancel events all the time, however on the bright side
we are organising a family day Christmas Party on Sunday 12 December. This event will
include the Club Christmas Party, the Gold Card Christmas event and the Children’s
Christmas party, all one big event in the afternoon on the lawn in front of our club rooms
and we will be having hot meats, salads and desserts. We have booked a marque and are
planning this to happen as an outside event and be able to hold this under what restrictions we may be in at that time, let’s hope this will work without cancellations!
This day will also be our restoration awards so get those vehicles ready and bring them
along to be judged.
More details of the day will be given nearer the time so please keep this day available
Sunday 12 December 2021.
Welcome to our new members and we trust that we will be able to give out your badges
very soon, a decision will be made on Monday 1 November whether our November club
meeting will be held. Thanks to Bryce & Kaaren for keeping us informed.
Ken Frew
Chairman
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BOP VCC Coming Events
BOP VCC 2021
Upcoming Events Calendar

NOVEMBER
8 – Club Night – if Covid rules allow!

10 – Mid Month Run – Alastair & John & Jill Whitcombe
23 – Nog & Natter – Tauranga

25 – NICC Tour – Dinner for Tour Entrants at Clubrooms. Members are
invited to join – cost $25 p.p.
Please note, this event will be a fundraiser for our Club!
25 – 29 – NICC Tour
28 – End of Month Run – Les & Helen Duggan
29 – Committee Meeting

DECEMBER
12 – The “BIG” Club Christmas Party to include the ‘’Children’s
Christmas Party’ & the ‘Gold Card Group’ – Organisers Ken & Kaaren.
More of a Family Day. To be held on the Club grounds, with a
Marquee, and a Spit Roast. Members cost $10.00 each + bring a
dessert or a salad. Will include Restoration of the Year judging .
13 – Club Night – If Covid rules allow
15 – Annual Christmas Run – Organiser - Brian Pratt
20 – Committee Christmas Party – BBQ – hosted by the Smylie’s
PLEASE NOTE – DUE TO THE COVID SITUATION ALL OUR EVENTS
LISTED WILL NEED TO BE CONFIRMED
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THE LONG AND WINDING ROAD (McCartney)
By Bob McGarva
My adventure with my favourite car began in 1974 when I was on holiday on the East Cape and spotted
an advert in the Saturday NZ Herald. In those pre Internet days my “must read” on a Saturday was the
“Cars For Sale” column. The advert was for a 1930 Ford Model A Phaeton in Whangarei. I was immediately on point as I had just sold my mail run and was feeling rich!

As it would have been a very long drive to check it out I arranged for a pilot – the late Winton Nicholson (also a VCC member) to fly us there.
He was more than happy to add to his flying hours. I quickly rang Alan Webb and my brother, Graeme,

who were both keen to join us. With a beautiful day and a fuel stop in Auckland we were on our way to
examine the Model A.
It was in a rather sorry state having been used as a work hack. The price, $1500, was quite a sum back

then. After a lively discussion between the four of us I decided it was just what I wanted and I hatched
a plan to return in a couple of weeks to pick up the car.
On the return trip we took Alan Webb’s 1952 Chevrolet with an “A” frame to tow the Model A. Alan’s
Dad, the late Jim Webb and my late Dad, Eric came as well. We also took a separate car and trailer to
carry the spare parts home.

Oh ignorance is bliss and considering the old perished tyres on the Model A we were very lucky to get
almost to Te Puna before a tyre blew off the rim and overtook us!!
Once home I devised a serious inspection and plan. I asked for and acted on advice from older and

more experienced members of the BOP VCC. Their wisdom left me in no doubt that I should do it once
and do it right.
To back track a little – before this purchase I owned a restored Model A chassis and an unrestored

Coupe body that I was working on. This car had a dickey seat but with a family of three children it was
not really practical. As the basic “A” chassis will fit most Ford body styles I decided to use this and restore the Phaeton body. At this point our respected mentor and top mechanic, the late Gordon Hyslop,

bought my Coupe and finished its restoration. He and Maymie had many happy years with that car.
I consigned the Phaeton to panel beater, Terry Furness at the Mount, who did a very professional job.
After that I stripped off layers of paint and then spent hours sanding it down.
When the original paint was exposed it appeared to be a lighter shade of Army green.
Eventually we fitted the body to the chassis and then sent it off to the car painters who also did an ex-

cellent job. By this time all the chrome plating was complete and the stainless steel components had
been polished. The refitting and assembling were very pleasurable tasks! After I had repaired and fitted the hood bows and repaired the seat springs I drove the car to Matamata Motor Trimmers for a to-

tal retrim. Yet another top-class job and really the crowning glory.
We had a joint unveiling with Alan Webb’s newly restored Model A Coupe in 1976.
(continued on next page)
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THE LONG AND WINDING ROAD

(continued from previous page)

With family aboard we rallied extensively including the 1980 International Rally in Rotorua and the 1986
Pan Pacific Rally in Christchurch. I was so lucky to get a front page photo on the Beaded Wheels with
Peter Butler in hot pursuit in his 1928 Model A Tourer.
In the meantime a nice 1939 Chev Coupe and an unrestored Austin Healey came into my collection.
The Chev was sold and as the family gradually tired of old cars I bought a cabin boat and had many
happy years of fishing and water skiing. Then in 1992, with some sadness, I sold the Model A to a gentleman in Hamilton. It then had 18000 miles on the clock. I retained ‘visiting rights’! However my contact with the owner faded after several years. But then 29 years after selling the car I decided it was
time to renew acquaintances only to discover the owner had passed three years previously and his
nephew had inherited the car. He was happy for me to purchase the “old girl” and bring her “home”.
Unfortunately the registration had lapsed. So I was engulfed in paperwork to provide proof of ownership, get a VIN inspection and a Warrant of Fitness. It was a complicated exercise but I was then able to
re-register the car with the same black plates. It had travelled less than 800 miles in 29 years! After a
few little jobs on her she is back on the road and looking and going like she always did. The paint work
is still brilliant after 45 years. “My old girlfriend is back”! My wife is over the moon! So am I, although I

must admit that the old girlfriend has weathered the past 29 years a little better than I!
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UPDATE ON IVAN ALLEN'S 1929 AUSTIN 16-6 RESTORATION
As at 21-10-2021 – by Bryce Strong

(For the uninitiated, the ‘16’ stands for 16 horsepower, and the ‘6’ for 6 cylinder).
Today I visited Ivan to see and report on progress on this very extensive, highly detailed restoration whose standard of workmanship is of the highest standard. Ivan has owned the car for
some 10 years, but has “only” been working on it for 6 years, which has been interrupted occasionally by bouts of ill-health, and covid.
Ivan has great patience, spending long periods (sometimes months) to get the small details
correct, it is in the observation of these details that impresses! The hood bows would be a
great example – Ivan had no existing bows as a template, and the finished roof has to fold
down neatly behind the rear seat, so months of trial and error resulted.
Similarly with so many other details, too numerous to list all here. For example, the retainers
for the side curtains; the front roof bow retainer that also centralises the bow; the hand-made
front sidelight brackets – all are a testament to his patience and skill! And he made a new
dash board of macrocarpa timber stained to an oak finish and then varnished it - using the
remains of the original as a template. When the car is complete and unveiled, take time to
consider these details.
Ivan repaired and prepared all of the cars steelwork, and had it painted in a very attractive yellow with black guards – again, the paint finish is excellent.
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UPDATE ON IVAN ALLEN'S 1929 AUSTIN (Continued)
There are three areas that Ivan has not followed the cars original specifications. The front
seats will be leather covered in period style, but for practical comfort they will be seats from a
much later car that are fully adjustable. Ivan quips that the original seats would give you a
sore back after 10 minutes driving, hence the upgrade!
Originally the car did not even have a brake light, but for safety he has installed a very bright
LED which he says will be impossible to miss—it is the equivalent of a 30watt bulb! Similarly
he has installed discreet, but visible, indicator lights front and rear – again for safety in today's
traffic conditions.
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UPDATE ON IVAN ALLEN'S 1929 AUSTIN (Continued)
While there are a number of small jobs to complete, his main problem is finding a competent
upholsterer – one that actually wants to upholster the door cards, the seats and the roof .
Look forward to seeing the car completed sometime in 2022.
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UPDATE ON IVAN ALLEN'S 1929 AUSTIN (Continued)
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UPDATE ON IVAN ALLEN'S 1929 AUSTIN (Continued)
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Mid week run 13 October 2021
18 cars and their drivers and navigators met at the Tauranga Cemetery for a 9.15 am start.
As the leader, John, gave us our briefing, the weather didn’t look very promising but as we moved

out onto the road the sun came out and stayed with us for the rest of the day. We were promised
the weather would be better at Whakatane. The questions on the question sheet kept us all alert
as we travelled through some beautiful countryside - some of us had never travelled on these

roads before, or hadn’t travelled them for a long, long time.
Our first stop was at Maketu .. boots lifted, thermos flasks and picnic baskets out, we enjoyed our
morning tea "by the sea". From there on along the motorways and at a lot faster pace to give our
engines a good burn out and get rid of any excess carbon, we ended up at Awakeri Hot Pools to
meet another group of people doing the same thing only on motorbikes, who joined us for a fabulous BBQ lunch of sausages, meat patties, with onions and tomato sauce on bread….then Jill
treated us to cake, loaf and chocolate biscuits for dessert.
Congratulations to the prize winners for the most correct answers to the quiz - -Don and Chris

White with grandson Jude, Alan and Dawn Webb with grandson Mason. One couple and their
grandson, who will remain anonymous were, by mistake, given the answer sheet so unfortunately
were not eligible for a prize…
Thank you Jill and John for your efforts creating this trip, and to your generous volunteers (Don
and Ngaire Wade, Jane Thorman and Alister Jones who helped out with the BBQ duties). The
prize giving over a few of us did something we certainly wouldn’t tell our mothers - after eating a
meal we hopped into the hot pools for a dip. Some more friendly chatter which brought a lovely
day to an end as we all made our own way home. Article written by Raewyn Hughes.
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Mid week run 13 October 2021 (Continued)
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Cyber Up with CERT NZ—This is a NZ Government initiative to help protect YOU!
Cyber security threats are on the rise and anyone can be a target. It may come as a surprise, but your
personal and financial information is highly valuable to attackers. So it’s worth putting some simple
steps in place to defend against them. The good news is, it’s easy to do! So UP your online defences

and keep attackers out by taking these four simple steps:

Step 1. Upsize your passwords—Upsizing your passwords is one of the best ways to protect yourself
online. Long and strong passwords are much harder for attackers to crack. We recommend creating a

passphrase, that’s a string of four or more words as it’s easier to remember and is stronger than a random mix of letters, numbers and symbols. It’s also important to use different passwords on each account. If an attacker gets hold of one of your passwords, they can’t get access to all of your other ac-

counts. It also means you only have to change the password for that one account.
Step 2. Upgrade to two-factor authentication—Upgrading to two-factor authentication (2FA) adds

another layer of security to your accounts. It’s a simple extra step after you log in, like using your
thumb print or entering a code from an app. You can enable 2FA on most of your online accounts, and
your devices. You’ll usually find the option to turn it on in the privacy settings
Step 3. Uphold your privacy—Uphold your privacy and keep a check on what information you’re
sharing online, and who you’re sharing it with. We’re so used to sharing things online that we don’t
always think about how it affects our privacy. Check that the privacy settings on your social media accounts are set to ‘Friends Only’ so only those you know can see what you’re up to. And when signing
up for a new online account, just provide the information that the account requires to be functional for
you. Do they really need to know your middle name and phone number? The information you share
could enable attackers to impersonate you online or even try to steal your identity.
Step 4. Update your apps and devices—When you’re alerted to an update for your device, don’t ig-

nore it — install it as soon as possible. As well as adding new features, updates keep bugs and viruses
out and fix security risks that attackers can use to gain access to your information. Try setting updates
to take place automatically whenever a new version is available. That way, you don’t have to think
about it! Report it—If you, or someone you know, experiences a cyber security incident, report it to
CERT NZ. They’re here to help New Zealanders protect and recover from cyber security threats and incidents.

For more information go to— www.cert.govt.nz
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TONY’S, CLASSIC, VINTAGE, AND DIFFERENT AUTO DAY
FEBRUARY 2022. Diary it now!
DATE – 13 February 2022
WHERE – 760 Esdaile Road
TIME – 10am onwards
WHO CAN ATTEND – All auto owners, Locals, and Friends,
all welcome!
WHEELS ON DISPLAY – Fire engines, motorbikes, trucks, and
whatever you have with wheels, please get it out of the shed for

the day!

WHAT TO BRING – This is a BYO everything day folks – chairs,
blankets, food, drinks, hat, sunscreen, and of course, please don’t
forget Granny, the kids, and the Missus!

EXTRAS - Park-up in the paddock. There will be power, a BBQ,
and toilets on site.
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FOR ALL YOUR
GASKETING
NEEDS
CONTACT—

DARYL & ANNETTE WAKEFIELD
PH 07 574 8740
14/68 Tukorako Dr, Mt Maunganui 3116, Bay of Plenty

BOP RADIATOR SPECIALISTS LIMITED
Contact—Julian Parbery
Telephone—07 573 9109
Fax—07 5738915

259 Jellicoe Street, Te Puke, 3119, Bay of Plenty
Email—sales@bopradiatorspecialists.co.nz

Cleaning with out chemicals or abrasives, it is eco
friendly and cost effective way compared to other
methods such as media blasting or paint stripping.

It

can remove light rust off delicate car/engine parts. It

will easily clean a metal head gasket—previously impossible with conventional cleaning methods.

Bene-

fits are - no harsh chemicals, no abrasives, no expen-

sive set up cost (as with media blasting), no loud noises during the process, no hazards as with high pressure equipment, very precise cleaning and no clean up

cost!
This cleaning can be done in your garage if required as
it is plug and play! Cost is dependant on size of job
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HBVCC 2022 ART DECO RALLY EVENT.
The Early Ford V8s are coming to Town
I am Steve Donovan and have been co-organising the car side of Art Deco Weekend (ADW) for

12 years now on behalf of the HBVCC.
This note to advise what was is planned so you can make the necessary accommodation and other arrangements before everything is booked out.
In 2022 we are featuring Early Ford V8s from 1932 to 1945. This is another group of fantastic
cars and I am sure we will be supported by Early Ford V8 Club of America NZ Group. Ford New

Zealand/Bay Ford have agreed to come on board as our main sponsor. What better way to enjoy
your cars with owners of various makes and models?
THE PRELIMINARY TIMETABLE - One for Early Ford V8 Group and one for everyone else
Wednesday 16th 2022. Early Ford Group. A couple of shed visits and a visit to a very special and
varied collection. Suitable for ladies and gents. Dinner your own care.

Thursday 17th February 2022 Early Ford Group. Display Cars in the Sound Shell as part of the
Junior Gatsby Picnic. This is part of the Art Deco Trust Event. Visit a school. A car run into the

country and a picnic lunch at a private picnic area. 6pm Dinner and entertainment at Our Club
Rooms, open to all entrants

Friday 18th February. The main HBVCC Art Deco Rally day for all entrants with a planned rally and
lunch (bring a picnic and chairs) at a magnificent winery.

Saturday 19th February. Morning tea at our club rooms for all entrants, and then those who have
entered go to the Art Deco Trust Parade. Early Fords will be in one group and will be displayed in
the Sound Shell after the Parade.

Sunday 20th February. Join us for a Sunday Breakfast at our Club Rooms.
Don’t forget there will also be many other Art Deco Trust Events that you can enter over the

weekend – details at https://artdecofestival.co.nz/

REGISTRATION/ONLINE ENTRY – ENTRIES GO LIVE ON 30TH AUGUST 2021.

HBVCC ORGANISERS - Steve Donovan 027-2177730 Paul Eager 027-2314304
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CLASSIC TYRES
For all your tyre needs

Beaded-edge , Cross-ply, Radial, Wide whitewall—Imperial or Metric.
For Car, Truck or Motorcycle. We also supply Whitewall trims, Steel & Wire wheels .
PETER

WOODEND
Mobile
027 605 4040
Email: classictyresnz@gmail.com

Birch Avenue Radiators
Steve and Jan Jones
VINTAGE, CLASSIC OR MODERN

CARS, MOTOR CYCLES, INDUSTRIAL
SERVICE, SALES, REPAIRS FOR
ANYTHING THAT NEEDS COOLING
Call in for an obligation free quote
86B BIRCH AVENUE, TGA

Ph: 07 5779883

PANEL BEATERS
Bob Hyslop Proprietor
——————————————-

● QUALITY WORKMANSHIP
● ALL REPAIRS
● COMPETITIVE PRICES
74 Courtney Road Tauranga

Phone 07 578 2654
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SUMMIT TYRE SERVICES LTD
Come to 200 Waihi Road next to the BP Summit
Talk to TONCI BARCOT about tire's.
We provide a fast friendly service at a very competitive price.
We supply and provide Tires, new & old, Wheel Balancing,

Wheel Alignment, WOF Repairs & Batteries
Ph. 07 578 2381, Mobile

027 2899484

Your connected accountants
At Walton Railton we understand you have goals and we are passionate about
using our knowledge to help you reach them

415 Cameron Road, Tauranga (Cnr Eighth Ave & Cameron Rd).

07 5786161 | www.wrca.co.nz

Certifying Plumber & Gas Fitter covering the Western Bay of Plenty

Mobile 027 439 4335
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Who wants a GOOD SERVICE Contact List?
The purpose of collating the recommended services that have been used by members is to provide this information to others seeking where to go for their needs. The listings should relate to
services and products that have helped you to keep your vehicle on the road. Members should,
where possible consider supporting and approaching those companies typed in red. They pay for
and advertise in the KLAXON and the Tauranga Classic Motorcycle Club Newsletter.

Members are encouraged to contact Clive Taylor preferably on e-mail kane@netsmart.net.nz
regarding companies or people that have provided a service they are happy with and would use
again. Clive will reply with the simple list of headings for the information required that will be

added to the list, scanned or photocopied business cards are welcome.
Subject to responses and volume, the list will be updated once a month for the Club website. A
copy of the most current list can be provided by e-mail to those who request it.
Clive Taylor – BOP VCC - 4 /15353 & Tauranga Classic Motorcycle Club Member

Beethoven
A tourist in Vienna is going through a graveyard and all of a sudden he hears music. No one is

around so he starts searching for the source. He finally locates the origin and finds it is coming
from a grave with a headstone that reads: "Ludwig van Beethoven, 1770- 1827". Then he realizes
that the music is Beethoven's Ninth Symphony and it is being played backward!
Puzzled, he leaves the graveyard and persuades a friend to return with him. By the time they arrive back at the grave, the music has changed. This time it is the Seventh Symphony, but like the

previous piece, it is being played backwards. Curious, the men agree to consult a music scholar.
When they return with the expert, the Fifth Symphony is playing again backwards.

The expert notices that the symphonies are being played in the reverse order in which they were
composed, the 9th then the 7th then the 5th.

By the next day the word has spread, and a crowd has gathered around the grave. They are all
listening to the Second Symphony being played backward. Just then the graveyard's caretaker
ambles up to the group.
Someone in the group asks him if he has an explanation for the music.

"I would have thought it was obvious" the caretaker says.
"He's decomposing."
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BOP VCC COMMITTEE

CHAIRMAN

KEN FREW (DIANE)

07 5764263

VICE CHAIRMAN

DONN WHITE

07 544 0938

SECRETARY

MICHAEL THORMAN (JANE)

07 5444291

TREASURER

KEITH PERKINS (JANE)

027 578 1231

CLUB CAPTAIN

KAAREN SMYLIE (JIM)

07 576 4180

COMMITTEE

DOUG BROWN (LINDA)

021 668117

COMMITTEE

LINDA DOWNEY (DOUG)

021 02777931

COMMITTEE

BRIAN PRATT (CINDY)

07 5447952

COMMITTEE

BRYCE STRONG ( CHRISTINE)

0274 966706

COMMITTEE

JAMES TURNER (AMY)

021345053

COMMITTEE

JILL WHITCOMBE [JOHN ]

07 552 4201

COMMITTEE

JOHN WHITCOMBE [JILL ]

07 552 4201

OTHER ELECTED OFFICERS
PATRON

ALASTAIR JONES (GWEN)

07 5761124

HALL HIRE

KAAREN SMYLIE (JIM)

021 664341

LIBRARIAN

YVONNE BECK (PAUL)

07 5720163

PARTS SHED

JACK ANDERSON (MERILYN)

07 5766346

PROPERTY MANAGER

JACK ANDERSON (MERILYN)

07 5766346

NEW MEMBERS

ALASTAIR JONES (GWEN)

07 5761124

SWAPMEET

PETER SEATON (ANNE)

07 5768083

VIC CERTIFICATION

ALASTAIR JONES (GWEN)

07 5761124

VIC CERTIFICATION

IVAN ALLEN (YVONNE)

07 5432629

APPAREL

LINDA DOWNEY (DOUG)

02 102777931

KITCHEN

JILL WHITCOMBE [JOHN ]

07 552 4201

WELFARE

LINDA DOWNEY (DOUG)

02 102777931

HON. SOLICITOR

PETER BUTLER (MARION)

07 5756892

WEBSITE

PAUL BECK (YVONNE)

07 5720163

RUN CO-ORDINATOR

DEIDRE RENNIE (TONY)

021 665 875

KLAXON EDITOR

BRYCE STRONG ( CHRISTINE)

0274 966706

FACEBOOK

DEIDRE RENNIE (TONY)

021 665 875

HEALTH & SAFETY OFFICER

BRIAN PRATT

07 5447952

KLAXON EMAIL: klaxoninfo@gmail.com CLUB WEBSITE: www.bayofplentyvintagecarclub.com

SECRETARY EMAIL: bayofplenty@vcc.org.nz FACEBOOK bay of plenty vintage car club (Public page)

For Club enquiry's at anytime contact Kaaren Smylie (Club Captain) 07 576 4180 or 021-66-43-41
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DEFINITIONS
BEAUTY PARLOR
A place where women curl up and dye.

CHICKENS
The only animal you eat before they are born and after they are dead.
COMMITTEE

A body that keeps minutes and wastes hours.
DUST
Mud with the juice squeezed out.

EGOTIST
Someone who is usually me-deep in conversation.
HANDKERCHIEF

Cold Storage.
INFLATION
Cutting money in half without damaging the paper.
MOSQUITO
An insect that makes you like flies better.
POLITICAL CORRECTNESS
A doctrine fostered by a delusional, illogical minority.
RAISIN
A grape with a sunburn.
SECRET
A story you tell to one person at a time.

SKELETON
A bunch of bones with the person scraped off.
TOOTHACHE

The pain that drives you to extraction.
TOMORROW
One of the greatest labor saving devices of today.

YAWN
An honest opinion openly expressed.
WRINKLES

Something other people have....similar to my character lines.
OLD
I very quietly confided to my friend that I was having an Affair.

She turned to me and asked, "Are you having it catered?" . . . and that, my friend, is the definition of
'OLD'!!!
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BOP VCC—Operational Information
The Club Rooms are 29 Cliff Road. P O Box 660, Tauranga, 3144.

Key contacts are:
Chairman–
Ken Frew
07 5764263 Email: kenanddiane@xtra.co.nz
Secretary–
Michael Thorman 07 5444291 Email: bayofplenty@vcc.org.nz
Club Captain— Kaaren Smylie
07 5764180 OR 021 664341

Monthly events—
Club night (except January) - 2nd Monday, start time 7.30pm
Mid week run —

Wednesday following the club night

End of the month run —

Held on the last Sunday of the month.

Committee Meeting —

Last Monday of the month

Noggin ‘n’ Natter —

4th Tuesday at 6pm

Location Sequence of Noggin ‘n’ Natter
1, Tauranga- Tauranga Citizens Club, Cameron Road.
Contact is Jim Smylie phone 021 518 200 or 07 576 4180
2. Te Puke– The Anann restaurant. 4 Palmer Place.

Contact is Paul McIndoe phone 5733328
3. Tauranga- Tauranga Citizens Club, Cameron Road.
Contact is Jim Smylie phone 021 518 200 or 07 576 4180

4. Katikati- Forta Leza Café, SH 2, Katikati.
Contact is Owen Smith, phone 07 570 2000

If your birthday falls in this month please remember it is your turn to provide a plate for
supper. Thanks to last months birthday people for their food.
Please remember to wear your name badges to all events. BADGES ARE FREE TO NEW
MEMBERS.
LIBRARY HOURS— The library is open on club nights from 7pm. Also on most Monday mornings Yvonne & Paul work in the library until midday. Members are welcome to call in to search for
or return books. If making a special trip please phone them at home on 07 572 0163 or 027
6098510 beforehand to ensure that they will be there. We are accepting good clean car service
manuals or books that relate to automobile history or travel for our club library
PARTS SHED—Clean out your sheds and bring those surplus parts down. They may be just what
someone else needs Parts shed open most Monday morning. Contacts are Jack 07 5766346 or
Colin 027 2629161

HELP US HIRE OUT THE CLUBROOMS!
CONTACT KAAREN SMYLIE 07 5764180 OR 021 664341
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